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3 things 

•  New CloudMan features 

•  Blend library 

•  Creating a National Genomics Virtual Lab 



CloudMan Features 
•  Start/launch through a web browser or the command line 
•  Choose between four cluster types 
•  Multiple cloud support 
•  Terminate/restart 
•  Scale 
•  Auto-scale 
•  Spot support 
•  Persist changes 
•  Share-an-instance (customized one too) 
•  Expand the file system 
•  Customize (via CLI or the Tool Shed): tools, data, references 
•  Access through ssh 
•  File system access for any S3 bucket -> data library 
•  Control the Galaxy process 
•  API (via Blend) 
•  Build your own image (via mi-deployment) 
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Multiple Cloud Support 

•  Support for AWS, OpenNebula (thanks to Mattias de 

Hollander!), and OpenStack cloud middleware 

•  Run the same setup on a private or public cloud 

•  Infrastructure setup is still automated 



Spot Support 

•  Support for AWS Spot instances 

•  Generally at ~30% cost of a full instance 

•  Depend on demand and can terminate at any 

moment 



Use S3 Buckets as File Systems 

•   Mount any S3 bucket as a local file system 

•   Gain fast access to AWS Public Datasets  

 (e.g., 1000genomes) 

•   Also works on non-AWS clouds 



APIs & Blend 

•  CloudMan has an API 

•  Blend 

 A Python library for interacting with Galaxy’s  

 and CloudMan’s APIs 

 

$ [sudo] pip install blend-lib 



Requesting the 

infrastructure 

# Request an instance of CloudMan 

from blend.cloudman.launch import CloudManLaunch 

cml = CloudManLaunch(‘access_key’, ‘secret_key’, 
cloud) 

cml.launch(‘cluster_name’, ‘img_id’, ‘inst_type’, ‘pwd’) 

cml.get_status() 



Manipulating the 

infrastructure 

# Manage an instance of CloudMan 

from blend.cloudman import CloudMan 

cm = CloudMan(‘http://115.146.92.145’, ‘pwd’) 

cm.initialize(type=“Galaxy”) 

cm.get_status() 

cm.add_nodes(3) 

cm.enable_autoscaling(0, 5) 

cm.get_galaxy_state() 



 

 

 

# Import data into a Data Library and execute a workflow with it 

from blend.galaxy import GalaxyInstance 

gi = GalaxyInstance('http://usegalaxy.org', ’your API key') 

lib = gi.libraries.create_library('Set 13’) 

d1 = gi.libraries.upload_file_from_url(lib[‘id’], ‘http://

tinyurl.com/gcc-exons') 

d2 = gi.libraries.upload_file_from_url(lib[‘id’], 'http://

tinyurl.com/gcc-snps') 

gi.histories.create_history('Run 13') 

w = gc.workflows.get_workflows()[0] 

gi.workflows.show_workflow(w['id']) 

dataset_map = {'25': {'id':d1[‘id’], 'src':'ld'}, 

              '27':  {'id':d2[‘id’], 'src':'ls'}} 

gi.workflows.run(lib[‘id’], dataset_map, ‘F’+lib[‘id’]) 

 

 

Working with 

Galaxy 



Docs and examples 

included 
http://blend.readthedocs.org/ 



CREATING A NATIONAL GENOMICS 

VIRTUAL LABORATORY 

Univ. of Queensland and Victorian Life Sciences Compute Initiative (VLSCI) 



Australian National Research Cloud 

Provide computational infrastructure to support research 

 

  Compute and Storage 

     (~25,000 cores + multiple PBs) 

 



 

 

shell vs. IDE  



Genomics Virtual Lab 



Workflow platforms 



Cluster-on-the-cloud 



Data catalogs 



  

 

 



Tutorials and workshops 



Exemplar best practice workflows 



Exemplar workflows 
•  Variant calling: 

o  GATK best-practice 

o  microbial 

o  cancer-optimised 

•  RNA-seq differential expression 

•  Fusion gene discovery from RNA-seq 

•  MicroRNA analysis 

•  De novo genome and transcriptome assembly 

•  Metagenomics 

•  ChIP-seq 

•  Variant annotation 

•  Pathway analysis 

•  Methylation 

Find & talk to 

Clare Sloggett 



Scalable, reproducible, accessible 

•  New approaches for dealing with the data 

•  Provide an illusion of unlimited data storage  

•  New model for data accessibility 

•  Scale and replicate across multiple nodes around 
the country (and the world) 

•  Integrate with public and other academic clouds 

•  Enable sharing and provide consistency 

•  Ensure ‘upgradeability’  

•  While permitting customization 
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